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Both parties are represented by their

respective engaged counsels

Today is the date fixed for passing necessary

order.

This revision petition has been preferred

against the.order dated 13-06-18 passed by the Court of Ld.

Additional CJM, Bongaigaon in G.R case no. TBg/tZ,

whereby the Ld. Court has allowed the prayer of the the

prosecution to examine Sadagar Ali and Noor Islam, whose

name has been revealed in the cross examination of pW1.

The copy of the order dated L3-06-l_8 has

been annexed along with the revision petition and this

court vide order dated 0G-07-18 admitted the revision and

called the case record of GR Case No. TBB|LT, which was

duly recei"..O O, rhis Court.

The order dated 13-06-18 of the Ld.

Additional cJM reveals that the petirioner/accused has

objected the petition filed by the prosecution on the ground

that the event divulged during cross examination, which

the prosecution failed to bring during examination-in-chief,

cannot be brought into recorcl by the prosecution

subsequently which amounts to filling up the lacuna.

The LCR reveals that the prosecution has

examined three witnesses including the informant Abdus

Sattar (PW1) and in the cross examination of the

informant, ie stated that at the time of incident there were

Rahman Ali, Sadagar Ali, Noor Islam and prior to it in his

examination-in-chief he has named one sanidul Hoque to
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be with him at the time of incident. Sanidul Hoque was

examined as PW2 and Rahman Ali as pW3. In the charge

sheet no other witnesses other than the I/O are named

except the PW 1, 2 and 3 already examined.

The order dated 13-06-18 passed by the Ld.

CJM is purported to be under section 311 Cr.p.C.

. Before discussing on the merit of the petition

filed by Prosecution and objection so raised it is felt just

and proper to discuss the purpose of Sec 311 Crpc and the

ambit of power the court can exercise under it.

It needs to be noted that Section 3i.1 Cr. p.

C. states that any Court may, at any stage of any inquiry

trial or other proceeding under this Code, summon any

person as a witness, or examine any person in attendance,

though not summoned as a witness, or recall and re-

examine any person already examined; and the Court shall

summon and examine or recall and re-examine any such

person if his evidence appears to it to be essential to the

just decision of the case.

Section 3L1_ Cr. P. C. is divided into rwo

parts. While the word used in the first part, is, 'may', the

word used in the second part, is, 'shall'. It would, therefore,

logically follow that the first part of Section 3i_j. Cr. p. C. is

permissive in nature and gives a discretion to a Criminal

Court to act, at any stage of enquiry trial or other

proceedinB, in one of the three ways, namely, (1) to

summon .ny pa.ron as a witness, or (2) to examine any

person in attendance, though not summoned as a witness,

or (3) to recall and re-examine any person already

examined.

The second part of Section 311 is, however,

mandatory in nature and casts an obligation on the Court
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(i) to summon and examine or (ii) to recall and re-examine
any such pi.ro, if his evidence appears to be essentiar to
the just decision of the case.

This matter has been dealt by Hon,ble

supreme court also in the case of Zahira Habibulla sheikh
and another vs. state of Gujrat reported in 2004 scc (cri)
999, wherein the Hon'bre supreme court in para 44 has

held that the power u/s r.65 of the evidence Act is in a way
complementary to its power u/s 31i. cr.p.c and that section

3LL consist of nvo parts i.e. the first part gives discretion to
the court and the second part is mandatory. The power is
exercised neither to help the prosecudon nor the defence

but only to sub-serve the cause of justice. It is done with
an object of getting the evidence in case of a just decision
and to upheld the truth.

Section 311 of Cr.p.C does not confer on any
party, any right to examine, cross examine and re_examine
any witness. This is a power given to the court not to be

merely exercised at the bidding of any one party/person but
the power conferred and discussion vested are to prevent
any irretrievabre or any immeasurable cramage to the
cause of the society, public interest and miscarriage of
justice. Recourse may be had by courts to power under
this section only for the purpose of discovering rerevant

facts or obtaining proper proof of such facts as are

necessary to arrive at a just decision in the case.

The power u/s 311 Cr.p.C should not be
exercised for filring up the lacuna left by either party or to
disadvantage of the accused or to cause serious prejudice to
the defence of the accused or to give an unfair advantage to
the rival siile and further the additional evidence should not
be received as a disguise for a retrial or to change the



nature of the case against either of the parties,

By lacuna it means inherent defect and same

cannot be rectified in disguise of section 311 cr.p.c. In the

instant case allowing the prosecution petition does not

amount to filling up the lacuna.

It was the accused who himself has brought

out the name of the two other persons present at the place

of incident during cross examination of the informant and

if that be so that those rwo persons were present, then it
would be in the ends of justice to examine those two
persons to reach out the just decision. If proper evidence

was not adduced or relevant materials not brought on

record and if the same has come to the notice of the court,
the court has wide power u/s 311 cr.p.c to summon or
examine srich witness.

In the instant case by allowing the prayer of
the prosecution, Ld. Additional cJM has not committed

any illegality, irregularity or impropriety. Hence the

impugned order dated 13-06-18 requires no interference.

The revision petition stands dismissed.

Send back the LCR immediately.

The petitioners are directed to attend tht

Court of Ld. Addll. CJM on 21-01-2019.

As dictated
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